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The size of the Chicxulub crater, YucatBn, M6xico is currently in dispute with diameter 
estimates ranging from 170 km upwards of 300 km (1,2,3). These size estimates have been largely 
based on the shape of the Bouguer gravity anomaly over the crater (1, 2) and the distribution of 
fractures inferred from the cenotes (sinkholes) in the region (3). To better understand the size of 
the crater we have acquired additional gravity data in radial profiles across the southwestern 
quadrant of the crater and have compiled all cenote locations on the northern YucatBn. Analysing 
the Bouguer data plus the cenotes' distribution reveals distinct concentric features out to -85 km 
radius and two rings of cenotes coincident with horizontal gradient maxima, requiring some 
relationship between the two features. The outer gradient features may be modelled as concentric 
normal faults within the crater's zone of slumping. 
Horizontal gravity gradients: Using an algorithm to calculate the horizontal Bouguer gradient is 
an objective way to reveal crater structure through the density contrasts thus revealed by the 
gradient maxima. This method also has the advantage of being unaffected by broad regional 
gravity features. Figure 1 shows the gradient map over the Chicxulub crater. At least 6 concentric 
gradient features occur between -25 and 85 km radius. The features are most distinct to the 
southwest at least partly because of denser sampling of the gravity field. Our detailed profiles 
detected additional features and steeper gradients (up to 5 mGal/km) than the original survey. 
The outer four gradient maxima are presumed to represent concentric faults in the zone of 
slumping of the crater as also revealed by seismic reflection studies (4). The inner two probably 
represent the margin of the central uplift and the peak ring. Radial gradients in the SW quadrant 
over the central uplift may represent structural "puckering" as found in other terrestrial craters. 
Gradient features related to regional geology are visible outside the crater. The sensitivity of the 
technique is illustrated by the detection of the Ticul fault (5), a feature with only - 100 m vertical 
displacement. No concentric gradient features were found at distances > 85 km radius. 
Cenote distribution and origin: Figure 1 shows the cenotes in the map area. The striking 
coincidence of the main cenote ring to the largest peripheral gradient maxima (and coincidence 
of a less populated cenote ring to a weaker gradient feature to the WSW) indicates a relationship. 
At all six detailed radial profiles the steepest gradient occurs immediately exterior to the cenotes' 
development and the wiggles in the gradient feature are mimicked by the cenote distribution along 
-80 km of the crater wall where sufficiently detailed data are available to continuously resolve the 
feature. But, although this relationship apparently invalidates some theories of cenote origin, it 
is unknown if the margin of the gravity load somehow mechanically influences groundwater flow 
or if the cenote ring and gradient feature are independent manifestations of the same geology. It 
also seems unlikely that many fractures inferred from the cenotes' locations exist as mapped (e.g. 
3). We further note that several of the gradient features correspond to points, a notch and a bend 
in the coastline suggesting that the geology responsible for the gradients somehow affects surface 
rocks sufficiently to cause differential erosion as well as the cenote effect. The cenotes' distribution 
does not reveal any concentric structure at radii > 85 km; a correlation is present between regional 
geology and cenote location on the eastern part of the peninsula (1). 
Modelling the gradient features: We modelled the gravity measured across the west side of the 
crater using a normal fault of 1.5 km displacement (slightly slumped block exterior and impact 
breccia interior) to produce the steepest gradient feature. The density contrast (0.22 g/cc) was as 
assigned by (5) .  A similar displacement is observed on a similar fault imaged by seismic reflection 
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lines located to the north (4). This model corresponds to the geology expected for the zone of 
slumping or terracing of large complex craters of this size, and is incompatible with the model of 
(2) that places this feature inside the collapsed transient cavity. The wiggles in the gradient feature 
and the cenote distribution probably correspond to the "scalloping" observed at the headwall of 
terraces in all large complex craters. The modelled width of the outermost terrace at Chicxulub 
is -9 km. This terrace width satisfies the relationship defined by lunar craters (6) for a crater of 
170 km diameter, suggesting that the width of slump blocks formed during crater collapse may scale 
independently of gravity due to offsetting loads and depth to diameter ratios. 
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Fig. 1: Unfiltered horizontal gradient of the Bouguer anomaly. Darker shading corresponds to 
greater gradient magnitude. The locations of the coastline and cenotes are shown in white. Areas 
lacking data appear "blurred, and offshore ship tracks make linear features in the plot. Linear E- 
W and N-S features in the distribution of cenotes are mapping artifacts. 
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